MOONWALK ANGEL

Moonwalk Tomorrow is the world’s first crowdfunded,
crowdsourced and shared ownership innovation program.
Now you can invest in its startup portfolio.

WHAT NOW, NORWAY?

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?

Yesterday, Norway built its fortunes and employment on oil and gas.
Today, jobs are lost as investments are withdrawn. Tomorrow, we will
turn the advantages of an oil and gas nation into new industries, new
jobs and new wealth. And you can join us.

A Moonwalk Angel becomes an owner in the startups. You are
not required to attend shareholder meetings, nor to provide
more capital at later stages (unless you want to). And as the sole
purpose of the Moonwalk program is to exit the portfolio, you are
certain to one day get out of the game.

ASTRONAUTS & INNOVATORS TO THE RESCUE
Semester 1: Spring 2015, 45 people committed funds, time and
expertise to create Beyond Oil & Gas Adventures from the nation of
Norway. They embarked on a 100 day sprint to understand this
challenge better than anyone. To develop fresh perspectives, craft
actionable insights and find compelling Moonshots. Then turn
Moonshots into a portfolio of only viable solutions to the challenge.
Solutions in the form of self-sustainable startups with the promise of
new industry, new jobs and new wealth.
Semester 2: Fall 2015, headcount passed 60. Highly motivated teams
started the next 100 day sprint. They tested and de-risked the
startups in market: Do they want it? Can we deliver it? Will it be worth
it? Proving each startup has a customer, a market, and a business
with growth potential.
Semester 3: Spring 2016, MVO teams (minimal viable organizations)
went to full-time work on the startups. They entered a 100 day sprint
to design and test the products and services in the market.
Supported by owners.

FACTS & FIGURES
Astronauts & Innovators put in a total of 12,600 hours. Moonwalk
support team recorded almost 4,500 hours. Our network contributed
hundreds of hours, a total value in excess of USD 1,2 million.
Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is today owned by Moonwalk, Norwegian
University of Science & Technology, 43 Moonwalk Astronauts &
Innovators, and 149 Moonwalk Angels.

As a Moonwalk Angel you don’t need to be an affluent individual.
Investments start as low as NOK 5,000.
You fund a portfolio, not single companies. You share in the
portfolio dividends, if any, and the profits, if any, when your
shares are sold.
As with any investment, there is no guarantee of returns. We
urge you to make your own enquiries and assess your risk.

FUND A HIGH GROWTH PORTFOLIO
We are now looking for portfolio funding of NOK 650,000 per
startup (total of 5). With more funds, we can deploy more
startups, move faster and create more wealth.
Funds will be used to employ full-time teams, invest in basic
equipment and cover operational costs. Capital Expenditures are
subject to separate funding rounds based on need of each
startup.
This round of Moonwalk Angels will together share 16.7% of the
Moonwalk Tomorrow AS stock and portfolio of startups.
Join the 43 Astronauts & Innovators, the 149 Angels, NTNU and
Moonwalk. Create Beyond Oil & Gas Adventures – new
industries, jobs and wealth.
We open for commitment of funds 01 June 2016 and close this
funding round 30 June 2016 at 12 AM CET. We only have room
for 149 new owners.

PLAN
Semester 4: Fall 2016, we build the startups in-market, maximizing
sales, delivery and growth.

RESOURCES

CONTACT PERSONS
OddContact:
Gulbrandsen, NTNU
+47Kenneth
905 09 188
| odd.gulbrandsen@ntnu.no
Winther,
Moonwalk
+47
900
70
900
kenneth@moonwalk.me
Kenneth Winther, |Moonwalk
+47 900 70 900 | kenneth@moonwalk.me

Moonwalk Tomorrow informasjon

moonwalktomorrow
BEYOND OIL & GAS ADVENTURES

moonwalk.me/tomorrow

Moonwalk Angel informasjon
moonwalk.me/angel
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POWER IN YOUR HANDS

PAWA TECHNOLOGIES AS

HISTORY

Power is a future: Pawa designs an off-the-grid power ecosystem
turning consumers into power producers and distributors in non-grid
consumer markets - as a business, not by aid.

Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU) and the
crowd innovation company Moonwalk started Moonwalk
Tomorrow: The worlds first crowd innovation program with its
crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, and crowd ownership model. To
create post-oil companies and jobs based on Norway’s unique
advantages.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Proven problem. Proven market affordability and willingness to pay.
Proven product design. Proven entry market (Nairobi with suburbs,
Kenya).

WORK IN PROGRESS
Limited series production of Pawa Yako (battery computer), Pawa Light
(LED), Pawa Charge (solar charger). One month pilot operation in
Kabati, Kenya in June 2016. Revenue from September 2016.

It organized 60 people providing 17,900 work hours creating
9 companies, proving 7, funding 5 through 149 Angel investors
contributing kr 3,6 million - all in one year. NTNU invested kr 1 mill.
Moonwalk Tomorrow companies: Pawa Technologies AS, Majiko
AS, Mocean One AS, Sumandir AS, and Marine Garden. All are
new-to-the-world innovations and based on sustainability.

OWNERSHIP

MAIN CHALLENGES
Finance second series of production and growth of local sales and
operation until break-even (a high volume business) with a Minimal
Viable Organization.

This company is one of five 100% owned subsidiaries of Moonwalk
Tomorrow AS. Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is owned by NTNU,
Moonwalk, 43 innovation program participants and 149 angel
investors.

FUNDING NEED

ARE YOU AN ENTREPRENEUR?

August - December 2016 Minimal Viable Organization and travel.
Second Pawa production series. Local reps hires.

We build minimal viable organizations to take our innovations to
the next level. Contact us if you can bring something to the table.

Investment opportunity available through the Moonwalk Tomorrow
portfolio or by direct contact with the Pawa Management Team.

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?

http://pawa.it

Funding round for Moonwalk Tomorrow companies launch phase
opens on 01 June 2016 and closes on 30 June 2016.

http://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Pawa Technologies is the world’s first off-grid power ecosystem with its
versatile, pocket size solar chargeable power platform – a power carrier
that gives people access to electricity for charging phones, power light,
a radio, etc. The power platform can turn people into power producers
to gain an income and work their way out of poverty.
Customers are rural households (students and adults) and rural and
urban people and business owners who suffer frequent power
blackouts and business downtime. Pawa create new business
opportunities with its mobile power (e.g. a mobile Barber).
Problem to be solved: Today, customers use flammable and harmful
kerosine; buy expensive and disposable batteries; use dangerous,
perishable and expensive candles; and rely on inefficient and inferior solar
panels. Traveling to charge cell-phones is costly, making it very expensive
to be poor. Kerosine is bad for the human health and existing grids are
expensive and take time to arrive. From our in-market research, we have
proven that people want access to power at a fraction of today’s costs.
They want an energy source that allows access to information,
communication and lighting and a source of new income.
Entry market and June 2016 pilot location is Kabati, Kenya (200km
east of Nairobi) where 20,000 people live without electricity.
Our solution: Pawa Tech has developed a mobile, versatile power
computer (Pawa Yako) that people can use to power multiple daily
appliances. Anyone can become a power producer by charging (Pawa
Charger) Pawa Yakos and trading them with those who can't for an
income. This means more study hours for students, more business hours,
and the choice of mobility with your power.
Pawa is versatile: People can use any 5V appliance that needs power.
Pawa is modular: Customers can use different types of appliances at
once.
Pawa is a currency: Individuals become power producers who trade full
batteries for empty batteries for a profit.
Pawa is 1,000 charges in your pocket: Save money with 3 years warranty.

Addressable market: 600 million people in Africa (34,7 million
people in Kenya) live without electricity. Today they spend on
average $10 per month on power sources (1/3 of their monthly
income). Market size Kenya is: $347 million. Africa: $6 billion.
Mobile revolution of Kenya: Majority of Kenyans use M-pesa (the
most successful mobile payment system in the world) which allows
people to make purchases quickly and efficiently. Nearly everyone
has a smart phone and needs to charge it. Micro-financiers finance
green renewable products for poor people and women.
Marketing & Sales: Sell 3 Pawa Yakos and one Pawa Charger (solar
panel) as a package to infuse the market with the platforms and
facilitate trade and charging business. Demonstrate products at
roadshows/field marketing areas in existing eco-systems (at
markets, Taxi ranks). Acquire customers using existing Kenyan Pawa
customers as ambassadors. Partner with micro-lenders to assist
those people who cannot afford the Pawa platform. Roll out most
desired appliances to fit with Pawa platform (light + radio first).
Proof of market: In-market research and promotion of Pawa proved
customers found our platform to be extremely effective and useful
and a far superior unified solution to a multiple of their pains.
Customers used our products and gave positive reviews and presigned for our series 1. We are entering a phase of acquiring
subscribers in the pilot.
Concluded: Problem-Solution fit. and Product-Market fit by inmarket research and pre-sale. Entry market located. Local
infrastructure prepared. Design and production Series 1 of Pawa
Yako, Pawa Charge, and Pawa Light (in Norway).
Fall 2016 milestones:
Production Series 2 and sales from September 2016.
Max sales incl. pre-sales targets of Pawa packs: 100 by Sept, 1,000
by Oct and 3,000 by December.
Max production and delivery target at 1,000 by Dec.
Positive products margin from December 2016.
End deliverable: Growth funding ready.

CONTACTS

RESOURCES

Xolani Siyanda Mthethwa, Managing Director

Pawa Technologies website
http://pawa.it

Jo Korneliussen, VP Products

+47 450 59 956 | jo@moonwalk.me

Moonwalk Tomorrow info
https://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Kenneth Winther, CEO Moonwalk

Moonwalk Angel info

+47 939 56 799 | siyanda@moonwalk.me

+47 900 70 900 | kenneth@moonwalk.me

moonwalk.me/angel
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OCEANS OF BUSINESS

MOCEAN ONE AS

HISTORY

Mocean One is the global subscription marketplace for ocean and
sub-ocean data giving the world access to make business from the
oceans.

Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU) and the
crowd innovation company Moonwalk started Moonwalk
Tomorrow: The worlds first crowd innovation program with its
crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, and crowd ownership model. To
create post-oil companies and jobs based on Norway’s unique
advantages.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Proven problem. Proven willingness to pay. Proven data access
(public and private providers). Proven value.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Minimal Viable Product in design with NTNU resources. Signing of test
users. Hiring front-end and back-end developer for beta development.
Beta Launch 0.1 (free), 0.2 (paid) and 0.3 (full paid) planned for Fall
2016. Revenue from October 2016.

Moonwalk Tomorrow companies: Pawa Technologies AS, Majiko
AS, Mocean One AS, Sumandir AS, and Marine Garden. All are
new-to-the-world innovations and based on sustainability.

OWNERSHIP

MAIN CHALLENGES
Fund the development of two first beta applications with a Minimal
Viable Organization.

FUNDING NEED
August - December 2016 Minimal Viable Organization. Beta production
software licenses. Design. Cloud hosting.
Investment opportunity available through the Moonwalk Tomorrow
portfolio or by direct contact with the Mocean One Management Team.
http://mocean-one.com

It organized 60 people providing 17,900 work hours creating
9 companies, proving 7, funding 5 through 149 Angel investors
contributing kr 3,6 million - all in one year. NTNU invested kr 1 mill.

This company is one of five 100% owned subsidiaries of Moonwalk
Tomorrow AS. Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is owned by NTNU,
Moonwalk, 43 innovation program participants and 149 angel
investors.

ARE YOU AN ENTREPRENEUR?
We build minimal viable organizations to take our innovations to
the next level. Contact us if you can bring something to the table.

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?
Funding round for Moonwalk Tomorrow companies BUILD phase
opens on 01 June 2016 and closes on 30 June 2016.

http://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Mocean One is the global subscription marketplace for ocean and sub
ocean data giving the world access to make business from the oceans.
Customer A: Ocean Data Users: decision makers in need for ocean
data to plan, operate and control underwater operations conducted by
enterprises within offshore renewable energy, aquaculture, marine
construction, marine biotech, seafloor resources and others.
Customer B: Ocean Data Owners: commercial-, governmental- and
public organizations collecting and/or owning ocean and sub ocean
data such as academics, seismic companies, ROV- & AUV companies.
Problem to be solved: The oceans cover more than 70 per cent of the
worlds surface, but only 5% is mapped in detail. For decades a lot of
ocean and sub ocean information has been gathered. However it is highly
fragmented, stored on many harddisks making it impossible to paint a
comprehensive picture. Current users spent huge amount of resources,
time and capital to gather the needed information. Future users are left
out.
Entry market and 2016 focus is on customers in offshore renewable
energy and seafloor resources.
Our solution: A global subscription marketplace for ocean and sub ocean
data. Mocean One monetizes data owner partners’ idle ocean and sub
ocean data by offering tagged data to application users of the Mocean
One platform. Application users benefit from on-demand access to data
and analytics provided in a suite of applications. Existing users will
radically lower their cost of labor and systems. New user markets will
emerge as the world goes offshore for business.
Mocean One is about idle data: No one has collected idle data from oil &
gas companies for sustainable extraction of ocean resources in other
enterprises.
Mocean One is about an incentive model: No one has developed an
incentive model for sharing of such data.
Mocean One is about opening up to new users: No one has given users
outside oil & gas access to reliable and affordable data and analytics
about the ocean and seafloor.

Addressable market: The ocean is valued at $24 trillion (WWF;
Resources only). The 1,000 offshore renewable companies in
Europe alone have associated ocean- & sub ocean data costs of
kr 290,000,000. Mocean One reduces that cost by a factor of 10 to
20. Its ‘site locator’ replaces one employee and slash current IT costs.
All eyes towards the oceans: Increasing investments in renewable
offshore energy, aquaculture, deep sea mining together with climate
change & environmental challenges create increasing demand for
ocean data. Enabling technologies such as cloud computing,
Hadoop, deep learning etc. assist to set up highly effective, flexible
infrastructure at a low cost. Highly qualified people from the oil and
gas industry with marine- and IT competence are looking for new
opportunities to deploy their knowledge towards the ocean.
Marketing & Sales: Beta development in iterations and close
cooperation with selected clients. Short term activities mainly related
to personal meetings, attendance at fairs and industry forums. Focus
on long term partnerships versus short term transactions.
Proof of market: +50 target user meet ups confirmed high interest
in our value proposition. Users in offshore renewables and seafloor
resources confirmed beta development parters. +50 data owners
confirm interest and the feasibility to monetize their idle data.
Confirmed access to governmental- and commercial datasets.
Confirmed beta development data owner partners.
Concluded: Problem-Solution fit and Product-Market fit by inmarket research. Access to public & commercial data providers.
Minimal Viable Product with NTNU resource. Two user companies
part of milestone plan and signing of more test users in progress.
Fall 2016 milestones:
30 MAY beta development start / 30 SEP beta 0.1 (free users) / 30
NOV beta 0.2 (reduced subscription fee) / 30 DEC 17 beta 0.3 (full
subscription)
Revenue from October 2016. 10 signed customers by end 2016.
End deliverable: Growth funding ready.

CONTACTS

RESOURCES

Carsten Torbergsen, Managing Director

Mocean One website
http://mocean-one.com

Kenneth Winther, CEO Moonwalk

Moonwalk Tomorrow info
https://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

+47 944 38 294 | carsten@moonwalk.me

+47 900 70 900 | kenneth@moonwalk.me

Moonwalk Angel info
moonwalk.me/angel
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WATER IS FREEDOM

MAJIKO AS

HISTORY

Water is freedom: Off-grid water delivery ecosystem turning locals
into promotors, salesmen, water purifiers, container cleaners and
delivery personnel.

Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU) and the
crowd innovation company Moonwalk started Moonwalk
Tomorrow: The worlds first crowd innovation program with its
crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, and crowd ownership model. To
create post-oil companies and jobs based on Norway’s unique
advantages.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Proven problem. Proven willingness to pay. Proven product design.
Proven entry market (Rural Nairobi region, Kenya).

WORK IN PROGRESS
Limited series of Majiko Bike (type: fat bike), Majiko Trailer, Majiko
Bottles, Majiko Bottle Cleaner, and Majiko Water Pump and Purifier in
production for one month pilot operation in June 2016. Revenue from
September 2016.

It organized 60 people providing 17,900 work hours creating
9 companies, proving 7, funding 5 through 149 Angel investors
contributing kr 3,6 million - all in one year. NTNU invested kr 1 mill.
Moonwalk Tomorrow companies: Pawa Technologies AS, Majiko
AS, Mocean One AS, Sumandir AS, and Marine Garden. All are
new-to-the-world innovations and based on sustainability.

OWNERSHIP

MAIN CHALLENGES
Finance first series of production and growth of local operation until
break-even (a high volume business) with a Minimal Viable
Organization.

This company is one of five 100% owned subsidiaries of Moonwalk
Tomorrow AS. Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is owned by NTNU,
Moonwalk, 43 innovation program participants and 149 angel
investors.

FUNDING NEED

ARE YOU AN ENTREPRENEUR?

August - December 2016 Minimal Viable Organization and travel. First
series Majiko bike, trailer and containers production. Local reps hires.

We build minimal viable organizations to take our innovations to
the next level. Contact us if you can bring something to the table.

Investment opportunity available through the Moonwalk Tomorrow
portfolio or by direct contact with the Majiko Management Team.

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?

http://majiko.it

Funding round for Moonwalk Tomorrow companies launch phase
opens on 01 June 2016 and closes on 30 June 2016.

tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Majiko is a clean and reliable off-grid water delivery service. Local riders
use bikes to deliver guaranteed clean drinking water, mitigating water
born illnesses and freeing up time for women and children to do more
important things. Creating jobs using local riders. Work people out of
poverty - as a business, not by aid.
Customers are households in rural communities that do not have
access to clean water, and schools and business that need daily water.
Problem to be solved: Today families in sub-saharan Africa are spending
up to six hours a day fetching water, a task often given to women and
children. The time lost is trapping families in poverty, and the straining
effort and often contaminated water is harming their health. By
introducing an affordable and reliable water service subscribers get the
opportunity to use this extra time working, going to school or spend more
time with their families. In this way Majiko is creating a new opportunity to
escape the poverty they are trapped in.
Entry market and June 2016 pilot location is Kabati, Kenya (200km east
of Nairobi) where 20,000 people live without close access to clean water.
Our solution: Our solution is a service of guaranteed clean water
delivered in Majiko 1 liter water bottles. The size is adapted to this specific
size after ground research in Kenya. The bottles are delivered in easy to
carry bags holding five units. This way it is easy to bring the water you
need to a work day at the field or for children to bring to school. The
water delivery service utilizes a custom bike system specially adapted to
our bottle size. This way we also offer locals the possibility to work in
Majiko to be the local heroes bringing the water on the bikes or as a part
of the value chain.
Majiko is better health: Removing the threat of waterborne illnesses from
contaminated water and injuries due to the carrying of heavy burdens.
Majiko is reliability: Clean water every day, no matter what happens to you.
Majiko is flexibility: 1 liter containers having people use water that they
need instead of big containers that enhance contamination.
Majiko is freedom: Spend the time as you want.

Addressable market: 332 million people in Africa do not have
access to clean water. In Kenya alone the number is 18 million
people. Those who cannot fetch water for themselves pay donkey
and bicycle transporters to have water delivered to their homes in
dirty containers. Households use on average 40L of water a day. We
are specifically addressing 20 000 people in Kabati for the pilot and
the next 6 months until December 2016.
Revenue model: Almost 80% of people in Kenya use a robust
mobile payment system called M-pesa. Monthly or weekly
customers (subscribers) can make payments to Majiko using this
platform. This makes the revenue stream highly flexible and
versatile. The idea of guaranteed clean and reliable drinking water
delivery, and its offsets is an attractive offer to people who have not
had that opportunity before.
Marketing & Sales: The local riders are our marketers, through word
of mouth. The Majiko bike and trailer will be highly visible and
uniquely painted. For sales we are utilizing a subscription model with
seamless monthly or weekly charge dependent on the distance to
the subscribers house.
Proof of market: From ground research and interviews we found
that customers are highly interested in our new service. Further tests
with water delivery confirmed this, and customers spent more time
working and earning money where they before had to spend time
fetching water.
Concluded: Problem-Solution fit. and Product-Market fit by inmarket research and pre-pilot. Entry market located and local
infrastructure prepared. Design and production of container system
and including sourcing of bottles and cleaning system.
Fall 2016 milestones:
Streamline operation model and scale to 100 subscribers by
September 2016.
Max bikes in action: 10 by Sept, 30 by Oct and 100 by December.
Positive operating margin from September 2016.
End deliverable: Growth funding ready.

CONTACTS

RESOURCES

Xolani Siyanda Mthethwa, Managing Director

Majiko website
majiko.it

Kristian Aarseth, VP Products

+47 918 29 933 | aarseth@moonwalk.me

Moonwalk Tomorrow info
tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Kenneth Winther, CEO Moonwalk

Moonwalk Angel info

+47 939 56 799 | siyanda@moonwalk.me

+47 900 70 900 | kenneth@moonwalk.me

moonwalk.me/angel
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QUALITY MADE BY NATURE

MARINE GARDEN AS

HISTORY

Feeding the world from the oceans: Highly scalable sustainable subocean fish farming and subscription delivery of high priced natural
habitat species.

Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU) and the
crowd innovation company Moonwalk started Moonwalk
Tomorrow: The worlds first crowd innovation program with its
crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, and crowd ownership model. To
create post-oil companies and jobs based on Norway’s unique
advantages.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Proven problem. Proven market. Passed data simulated production
model test. Pilot facility budgeted (technical, materials, labor). Three
entry market options in evaluation.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Evaluation of prospective pilot facility locations. Documentation and
filing to local authorities. Minimal Viable Product of online ordering
system. Prepare for construction hires. Operating revenue from 2017.

It organized 60 people providing 17,900 work hours creating
9 companies, proving 7, funding 5 through 149 Angel investors
contributing kr 3,6 million - all in one year. NTNU invested kr 1 mill.
Moonwalk Tomorrow companies: Pawa Technologies AS, Majiko
AS, Mocean One AS, Sumandir AS, and Marine Garden. All are
new-to-the-world innovations and based on sustainability.

OWNERSHIP

MAIN CHALLENGES
Sign agreement for location of pilot production. Finance pilot
production facility and pre-sign subscribing customers with a minimal
viable organization.

This company is one of five 100% owned subsidiaries of Moonwalk
Tomorrow AS. Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is owned by NTNU,
Moonwalk, 43 innovation program participants and 149 angel
investors.

FUNDING NEED

ARE YOU AN ENTREPRENEUR?

July - December 2016 Minimal viable organization and travel. Grant
license cost. First production facility construction. Local construction
and operations hires. Online subscription ordering system.

We build minimal viable organizations to take our innovations to
the next level. Contact us if you can bring something to the table.

Investment opportunity available through the Moonwalk Tomorrow
portfolio or by direct contact with the Marine Garden Management
Team.

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?
Funding round for Moonwalk Tomorrow companies launch phase
opens on 01 June 2016 and closes on 30 June 2016.

http://marinegarden.no

http://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Marine Garden is providing sustainable seafood of unprecedented
quality for a growing population.
Target customers are premium restaurants in the Asian market,
particularly Hong Kong, China and Japan. These customers demand
extremely high quality and will pay up to $100/kg of seafood.
Problem we are solving: The biggest need for a restaurant is to ensure a
stable and reliant supply of the food they serve. Proving that the seafood
they serve is of the highest possible quality is challenging, involving
manual inspection of the fish. The buying process is also manual and
time-consuming.
Feeding the world with aquaculture: In 2050 the world's population will
reach 9.6 billion. Food demand will increase by 70 %. Most farmland is
already taken, but the oceans cover 70 % of our planet. It is vital that we
are able to use the oceans to feed a growing population. The world is
seeking new ways of marine aquaculture for a sustainable, long-term
supply of seafood, and Marine Garden is taking the lead in that mission.
Pilot market: Four countries are currently of interest to start a pilot
facility where fish will be farmed. These are the Philippines, Japan,
South Africa, and Portugal.
Our solution: Stable, reliant supply of the most desired fish species, of
which some are threatened. We also solve the restaurants’ concern about
quality, by farming sustainably and providing a comprehensive control
system that can guarantee that the quality is ensured in every step of the
value chain. Through our online portal the buying process will be much
easier for the restaurant.

Addressable market: Targeting the existing market of farmed
leopard coral trout, the immediate market size is currently $25
million. Global food demand will increase by 70 % in 2050. In 2020
the global aquaculture market size will grow from $150 bn to $200
bn. Aiming at becoming the world’s biggest and most sustainable
fish farming company, $100 bn is our market potential.
Marketing & Sales: Direct sales to premium restaurants through a
local office, with control of the whole value chain. Up-front
reservation of fish will be made available by pre-payment, and sales
will happen when fish is ready. Fish will follow a tracking system,
providing a story about Marine Garden and the origin of the fish.
Proof of market: Targeted species, leopard coral trout, is already
farmed and sold for $80/kg, with significant amounts being regarded
as below acceptable quality. Stable supply is an issue. Our solution
will provide larger volumes and better quality thanks to exceptional
living conditions. It is confirmed that other markets want sustainably
farmed seafood as well.
Fall 2016 milestone plan:
1) Obtain a grant for a pilot location.
2) Build a pilot facility.
3) Build an online sales platform.
4) Run an online marketing campaign and get at least one customer
to commit to buy our fish.
5) Start farming the first batch of fish in early 2017.

What is unique: A sub-sea fish farm that allows the fish to thrive in a
natural environment with 100x more space than in a commercial fish
farm, and with no harmful treatment, giving it an unprecedented quality.
The solution can be taken out on the sea, and deep, with a 1/100th of the
investment of competing solutions.
In short: Sustainable; Scalable; Quality.

CONTACTS

RESOURCES

Morten Skadsem Holthe, Managing Director

Marine Garden website

+47 452 35 053 | morten@moonwalk.me

marinegarden.no

Kirill Izmikov, VP Products
+47 464 21 954 | kirill@moonwalk.me

Moonwalk Tomorrow info

Einar Juel, VP Marketing & Sales

Moonwalk Angel info

+47 988 67 769 | einar@moonwalk.me

tomorrow.moonwalk.me
moonwalk.me/angel
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FRESHER LIVES

SUMANDIR AS

HISTORY

Sanitation is health: Off-grid sanitation ecosystem turning human
waste from household subscribers into fertilizer for farmers by local
operators.

Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU) and the
crowd innovation company Moonwalk started Moonwalk
Tomorrow: The worlds first crowd innovation program with its
crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, and crowd ownership model. To
create post-oil companies and jobs based on Norway’s unique
advantages.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Proven problem. Proven willingness to pay. Proven product design.
Proven entry market. Signed local team.

WORK IN PROGRESS

It organized 60 people providing 17,900 work hours creating
9 companies, proving 7, funding 5 through 149 Angel investors
contributing kr 3,6 million - all in one year. NTNU invested kr 1 mill.

3 weeks pilot of 20,000 human waste units with 115 households and
3 operators. Second iteration of bags and seats design. Second series
production from August 2016. Revenue from June 2016.

Moonwalk Tomorrow companies: Pawa Technologies AS, Majiko
AS, Mocean One AS, Sumandir AS, and Marine Garden. All are
new-to-the-world innovations and based on sustainability.

MAIN CHALLENGES

OWNERSHIP

Finance first series of production and growth of local operation until
break-even (a high volume business) with a Minimal Viable
Organization.

This company is one of five 100% owned subsidiaries of Moonwalk
Tomorrow AS. Moonwalk Tomorrow AS is owned by NTNU,
Moonwalk, 43 innovation program participants and 149 angel
investors.

FUNDING NEED
August - December 2016 Minimal Viable Organization and travel.
Sumandir production series.
Investment opportunity available through the Moonwalk Tomorrow
portfolio or by direct contact with the Sumandir Management Team.
http://sumandir.com

ARE YOU AN ENTREPRENEUR?
We build minimal viable organizations to take our innovations to
the next level. Contact us if you can bring something to the table.

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?
Funding round for Moonwalk Tomorrow companies launch phase
opens on 01 June 2016 and closes on 30 June 2016.

http://tomorrow.moonwalk.me

Sumandir is reliable sanitation services at an affordable cost to the end
user, with a value chain fueled by the value created from collected
waste.
Customers are households in underprivileged communities (slums) in
India.
Problem to be solved: 2.5 billion people worldwide lack access to
proper sanitation, with dire implications for the health and livelihood of
the people affected. Open defecation is a commonplace practice, as is
the use of unsanitary public toilet facilities. Pollution of water sources by
fecal matter is the leading cause of child mortality in the developing
world. Children and women are exposed to violence and dangerous
animals when relieving themselves at night.
Entry market and June 2016 pilot location is Kabati, Kenya (200km
east of Nairobi) where 20,000 people live without electricity.
Our solution: Single-use toilets in the form of compostable plastic bags
are provided on a daily basis to the household, while waste is collected
and turned into fertilizer or biogas. The waste no longer pollutes the
environment or nearby fresh water sources, causing child mortality to
drop. Women and children are able to relieve themselves in the safety of
their own homes, out of sight and with dignity.
Value is created through the collection and reuse of human waste,
allowing for sustainable provision of sanitation services at an affordable
cost to the end user. In the Indian market, this solution is one of a kind.
Sumandir is safety: People can defecate in the safeness of their own
home.
Sumandir is dignity: To take control of an important part of your daily life,
not having to stand in line for a public toilet.

Addressable market: 2.5 billion people worldwide do not have
access to proper sanitation. In India alone, the number is 600 million.
Of these, 75 million people reside in underprivileged communities
(slums), which represent our entry market.
Sanitation awareness: Current government initiatives in India are
raising the awareness of how important proper sanitation is,
increasing the demand for sanitation access.
Marketing & Sales: The service will be marketed by addressing
community leaders, and through word of mouth. To use the service,
households will have to sign on to a subscription providing them
with daily waste collection and an unlimited number of sanitation
bags (which is matched to the number of used bags returned).
By selling subscriptions to end users, and selling fertilizer and/or
biogas to farmers or households nearby. The sanitation bags
themselves are leased to cover production cost in the event that
they are damaged or lost.
Proof of market: In-market research found customers to sign up to
the promise, and show interest in trying the product.
Concluded: Established team in Hyderabad, made contact with
underprivileged communities in Hyderabad. Have had interest from
several of these. Preparing 3-week pilot.
Fall 2016 milestones:
July 2016. Completion of pilot with about 10 households.
September 2016. Proof of concept for using collected waste as
fertilizer.
October 2016. First 100 households recruited to the service.
End deliverable: Growth funding ready.

Sumandir is magic: Specifically designed biodegradable bags containing
urea decontaminates the waste and turns it into fertilizer in 4-5 weeks.
Sumandir is business: People can work to collect and distribute the waste,
earning money from selling the soon-to-be fertilizer to local farmers.
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